Epi-style optoacoustic (OA) imaging provides flexibility by integrating the irradiation optics and ultrasound receiver, yet clutter generated by optical absorption near the probe obscures deep OA sources. Localised vibration tagging (LOVIT) retrieves OA signal from images that are acquired with and without a preceding ultrasonic pushing beam: Radiation force leads to a phase shift of signals coming from the focal area resulting in their visibility in a difference image, whereas clutter from outside the pushing beam is eliminated. Disadvantages of a single-focus approach are residual clutter from inside the pushing beam above the focus, and time-intensive scanning of the focus to retrieve a large field-of-view. To speed up acquisition, we propose to create multiple foci in parallel, forming comb-shaped ARF patterns. By subtracting OA images obtained with interleaved combs, this technique moreover results in greatly improved clutter reduction in phantoms mimicking optical, acoustic and elastic properties of breast tissue.
Introduction
Optoacoustic (OA) or equivalently named photoacoustic (PA) imaging shows optical absorption contrast inside tissue with ultrasound spatial resolution, based on detection of thermoelastic ultrasound that is generated upon optical absorption when irradiating the tissue with pulsed laser light. An image can be reconstructed by time-resolved detection of these ultrasound signals. The basic mechanisms of OA imaging and underlying signal processing are thoroughly described in review articles [1] [2] [3] .
OA imaging provides functional information via the display of the blood oxygen saturation level based on the difference in absorption spectra of oxy-and deoxyhemoglobin [4] [5] [6] [7] . Thus, it is a promising tool for diagnosis of vascular diseases and cancer [8, 9] , as well as for monitoring treatment response [10] [11] [12] . The combination of classical ultrasound (US) and OA imaging in one device has been demonstrated as a safe, real-time, multimodal imaging modality [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] with promise for clinical diagnosis [16] . For this combination, an epi-style setup is favored such that irradiation and detection is performed from the same side of the tissue. The optical components can then directly be integrated into the acoustic probe, e.g. as a diode-based miniaturized multi-wavelength laser source [18] . Such a combined setup allows flexible single handed probe guidance and accessibility to body parts otherwise not reachable in transmission mode due to bones, acoustically attenuating tissues or gas-containing hollow organs [19] .
On the downside, the epi-style setup generates clutter signals which limit signal-to-background ratio and decrease the imaging depth to values substantially less than the several centimeters predicted by the electronic noise level, detector bandwidth and acoustic attenuation in the tissue [20] . Clutter is caused by strong OA transients that are generated by optical absorption at the tissue irradiation site in proximity to the detecting transducer [21] , e.g. by melanin, blood capillaries or vascular lesions [22, 23] . Detection of transients that propagate straight to the transducer from outside the imaging plane ('direct clutter') or detection of echoes when transients propagate into the tissue and are scattered by acoustic impedance fluctuations ('echo clutter' or 'reflection artefacts') generates artefactual background signals. These background signals can overlap in time and may then be confused with weaker optoacoustic signals from light absorbing structures deep inside the tissue strongly reducing the signal to clutter ratio. For particular aspects of anatomy or function, the signal to clutter ratio can be enhanced by employing OA contrast agents (e.g. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ). This approach, however, increases the imaging depth for only those aspects of anatomy or function to which the agent localizes, and it is invasive.
To generally increase imaging depth towards the noise limited value, various clutter reduction techniques have been proposed:
(1) Displacement compensated averaging (DCA) employs the clutter decorrelation that results from quasi-static tissue deformation when palpating the tissue with freehand probe motion [29] [30] [31] . This technique is inherently limited by the maximum achievable deformation, typically resulting in a maximum threefold clutter reduction factor [17, 29] . (2) Photoacoustic-guided focused ultrasound (PAFUSion) uses ultrasound pulse-echo acquisitions to mimic OA signal reflection artefacts, which can then be subtracted from the OA image for clutter reduction [32] [33] [34] [35] . When using linear array probes for detection, this method can only mimic echo clutter that is generated by OA transients that propagate entirely within the imaging plane. Thus PAFUSion is well suited in a situation where the tissue must be irradiated directly below the probe aperture, to remove the significant echo clutter that stems from the plane-like OA transients generated by the skin melanin layer. (3) Spatial coherence weighted OA imaging [36, 37] exploits the fact that clutter frequently arises from OA sources, or echoproducing structures, that cover a volume that is much larger than the focal volume associated with a given image pixel, and thus the transients that they produce have low spatial coherence when they reach the detector. This allows their removal by a channel-level spatial coherence filter, but not without some loss of information, particularly from distributed but genuine OA sources. (4) With the goal of allowing efficient clutter elimination that is independent of the clutter or signal origin, localized vibration tagging (LOVIT) was developed [38] . A long-pulsed (few 100 microseconds) focused ultrasonic beam generates acoustic radiation force (ARF) that induces localized tissue displacement at its focus (henceforth called single-focus LOVIT). OA images are acquired, with and without localized displacement of optically absorbing structures produced by preceding ARF pushes. Subtraction of the images results in a LOVIT image that highlights true OA signal at the focal region where the displacement is largest. Clutter signals that occur in the same region of the reconstructed image originateby definitionfrom outside the focus. As the displacement outside the focal region is comparably small or even zero, clutter signals are reduced in the subtracted images. In a proof-of-principle study, efficient clutter reduction was demonstrated using a separate US transducer for ARF generation [38] . Recently, the performance of single-focus LOVIT was successfully demonstrated in a clinically realistic setup where the same linear array probe was used for ARF generation and imaging [39] .
Combinations of the above approaches may eventually prove to be beneficial. For the moment however, LOVIT appears to be particularly promising and presents considerable opportunities for further development.
In single-focus LOVIT, clutter reduction is achieved only at one focal region at a time. Such an approach has the disadvantage of long acquisition times for scanning the focus position through an image, or a region of interest (ROI) within an image, which may limit clinical applicability in terms of real-time feedback. In addition, single-focus LOVIT does not completely eliminate echo clutter. It leaves residual echo clutter (henceforth, residual clutter): even though the displacement is largest inside the focal region of the ARF beam, significant displacement is generated also above the focal region and scatterers located there produce residual clutter inside the focal region if the total acoustic path length from a strong OA source to a scatterer and then to the detector equals that from the focal depth to the detector.
To circumvent these two problems, we propose a novel modification of LOVIT where multiple horizontally aligned foci are created simultaneously, forming comb-shaped ARF patterns. With this approach, imaging a large ROI can be accelerated compared to single-focus LOVIT, by a factor equal to the number of foci created within the comb. In addition to allowing a faster scanning time, comb LOVIT demonstrates a substantial reduction of residual clutter. To show this improvement, we compare the comb LOVIT and single-focus LOVIT approaches in a phantom study. Since detection of breast cancer is one of the promising application areas of OA imaging [40, 41] , we have chosen to compare the methods using a phantom that mimics optical, acoustic and elastic properties of breast tissue and contains optically absorbing inclusions mimicking blood vessels to allow signal to clutter ratios to be studied at various depths.
Theory
The acoustic radiation force (ARF) f NÁcm À3 Â Ã generated inside attenuating media by a focused ultrasonic beam can be calculated by [42] :
where a cm À1 Â Ã is the ultrasound amplitude attenuation coefficient, I WÁcm À2 Â Ã the local intensity of the ultrasonic beam and c the speed of sound. ARF accelerates the tissue along the ARF beam axis, which results in localized axial tissue displacement relative to the state that existed at the time before ARF beam transmission, turning into shear waves that propagate mainly in the lateral and elevational directions perpendicular to the beam axis. Shear wave speed is related to the Young's modulus E of tissue in which the elastic modulus is orders of magnitude higher than the shear modulus via [43] :
where r is the density of the tissue. When irradiating with a limited ARF push duration of few hundred microseconds, and with shear wave speeds typically a few m/s in soft tissues, shear waves can propagate only few millimetres before the push ends. As a result, the axial tissue displacement after the end of the push shows a spatial profile as indicated in Fig. 1a . At the ARF beam focus, it is characterized by a narrow region of maximum displacement (henceforth, 'focal region'), which is broadened relative to the ARF focus diameter due to shear wave propagation but still contained within few millimetres diameter. A significant displacement is also found above and below the focal region, albeit rapidly decreasing along the intensity profile of the pushing beam. The goal of LOVIT is to differentiate between clutter and true OA signals and ultimately, eliminate clutter. In single-focus LOVIT, a first OA image is acquired without preceding ARF push (no displacement is present at the time of OA acquisition), and a second one at a short delay after an ARF push (a sketch of the scan protocol is shown in Fig. 1b ). The subtraction of the two images results in a LOVIT image. The axial displacement of optical absorbers by the ARF beam leads to an OA signal phase shift between the two acquisitions and thus a non-vanishing signal from these absorbers in the subtraction (LOVIT) image. The signal amplitude in the LOVIT image is thus determined by the ARFinduced displacement that occurs in the interval between the two OA acquisitions. For displacements that are substantially below half the acoustic wavelength l at the centre frequency of the probe, Here and henceforth, Dz is referred to as the displacement generated between any two OA acquisitions and will be termed effective displacement. In single-focus LOVIT, we assume that the tissue is in a mechanical equilibrium at the time of the OA acquisition without preceding ARF push. The effective displacement is thus identical to the displacement after the ARF push relative to this equilibrium state (henceforth, absolute displacement). Since the effective displacement is largest at the focal region, single-focus LOVIT highlights the true OA signals from inside the focal region according to Eq. (3). In order to highlight true OA signals inside a larger field of view, the focal region has to be scanned through the imaging plane. Direct clutter that is generated by optically absorbing or echogenic tissue located outside the ARF beam, where no effective displacement occurs, shows no phase shift between the two acquisitions and is therefore fully eliminated by subtraction. However, when OA transients are backscattered from echogenic tissue above the focal region, the resulting echo clutter is not cancelled by subtraction: The effective displacement of ultrasound scattererseven though smaller than at the focal regionresults in a significant phase shift of the echoes. The resulting residual clutter appears inside the focal region of the reconstructed OA image when the round-trip travel distance from the OA source to the scatterers and back to the probe matches the focal depth. In the following we assumefor didactic purpose and without loss of generalitythat residual clutter originates from acoustic scatterers located at exactly half the focal depth, which is mainly the case for epi-OA imaging where the main sources of strong OA transients are the skin melanin and skin vasculature. The amplitude of residual clutter C L x f ; z f À Á at the focal depth after subtraction can therefore be approximated analogous to Eq. (3) by a product:
where C x f ; z f À Á is the amplitude of echo clutter signals that originate from backscattering at z f 2 but are reconstructed at the focal depth z f . Dz x f ; z f 2 is the effective displacement of the scatterers located at half the focal depth. The factor two in Eq. (4) accounts for the fact that reconstructed echo clutter signals experience an apparent shift that is determined by the change in round-trip distance of echoes, up to twice the effective displacement of the scatterers. Note that this factor is accurate only when the clutter-producing OA transients propagate in the direction of the beam axis. An oblique propagation direction would result in a smaller increase in round-trip distance, and could be accounted for via a cosine law. For didactic simplicity of Eq. (4), however, this influence is neglected. For optimal clutter reduction performance of LOVIT, two conditions must be fulfilled. First, to maximize amplitude and thus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of true LOVIT signals, the effective displacement inside the focal region should be as close as possible to half the acoustic wavelength l at the centre frequency of the transducer (e.g. 150 mm for a 5 MHz probe). Limited by ultrasound safety considerations, displacement magnitudes that are used in vivo in acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) imaging have been reported in the range of 5-40 mm, with ARF transmission periods between 100 and 500 ms [43] [44] [45] [46] . For such effective displacement magnitudes, the linear approximation in Eq. (3) is valid. Second, to minimize residual clutter inside the focal region, the effective displacement at the location of the clutter-producing scatterer should be as small as possible. To achieve efficient clutter reduction, the goal is therefore to maximise the ratio between S L and C L , equivalent to minimising the ratio between the effective displacement at half the focal depth and at the focus.
As mentioned in the introduction, single-focus LOVIT has two limitations: (a) frame rate for clutter reduced imaging is limited by the need to scan the ARF focus sequentially throughout the imaged region, and (b) clutter reduction performance is limited by the existence of residual clutter.
Comb LOVIT addresses the issue of long acquisition times in single-focus LOVIT: Instead of scanning a single ARF focus, multiple ARF foci are created in parallel forming horizontal combs with focus positions separated by a uniform pitch as shown in the sketch in Fig. 1c (6 foci are depicted for demonstration). This can be achieved by modifying the single focus scan sequence: Instead of irradiating into a single focus position at a time, the ARF beam is steered in a quick succession to each focus position before acquiring the second OA frame as indicated in the scan protocol in Fig. 1d . At the given laser pulse repetition rate, this leads to a reduction of total acquisition time compared to single-focus LOVIT, by a factor equal to the number of foci within the comb. Acquiring, however, a pair of OA frames, one without and one with a preceding ARF comb (see Fig. 1d ) has an important drawback: the combined effective displacement generated by the overlapping beams above the focal depth is larger than that when only a single ARF focus is generated (compare Fig. 1a and c). Therefore subtraction of pre-and post-ARF OA frames results in even stronger residual clutter than in the single-focus LOVIT approach.
To circumvent this problem, we developed a modified comb LOVIT in which the total number of foci inside a comb is split into two interleaved sub-combs (in our example 2 Â 3 foci). The two sub-combs have double the original pitch and are shifted relative to each other in x-direction by one original pitch as shown in Fig. 1e . The two successive OA frames are acquired each preceded by one of the sub-combs (see scan sequence in Fig. 1f ). When each OA acquisition is preceded by one of the two sub-combs, which alternate for alternating OA acquisitions, it is the effective displacement of clutter-producing scatterers between the two sub-combsrather than the absolute displacement produced by each sub-combthat determines the residual clutter level. By generating sub-combs with a smooth lateral profile of displacement magnitude at half the focal depth, the effective displacement in comb LOVIT can be much smaller than the absolute displacement in single-focus LOVIT. This is illustrated in Fig. 1e where the effective displacement at half the focal depth is zero in the region where the two sub-combs overlap. Only towards the lateral edges of the displacement profiles of the ARF beams that produce the two sub-combs, does a non-zero effective displacement exist, but overall this will result in substantially reduced residual clutter in comb LOVIT compared to single-focus LOVIT.
Materials and methods

Phantom
A tissue mimicking phantom was produced from 5% w/w gelatine in water. To mimic acoustic echogenicity and optical attenuation of human tissue, cellulose (4% w/w) was added to the bulk medium. To mimic blood vessels, the phantom additionally contained optically absorbing cylindrical inclusions (diameter 2 mm), made from the same 5% gelatine solution mixed with India ink (black, Winsor & Newton) and positioned at various depths with 5 mm axial intervals as shown in Fig. 2a . Only 0.4% w/w cellulose (ten times less than in the bulk) was used in the cylindrical inclusions to make them visible as hypoechoic regions in echo US similar to real blood vessels (see Fig. 2b ). A more detailed description of the phantom production is given in reference [38] . The ARF beam transmissions tended to heat the surface of the transducer to up to 31 C. Because the melting point of the gelatin was 23 C, direct contact of the transducer to the phantom resulted in partial melting of the phantom surface. This was avoided by placing an optically transparent and acoustically matched polyacrylamide spacer of 5 mm thickness between the phantom and the transducer.
The performance of LOVIT is determined by the interplay between different tissue properties, as follows: The optical absorption coefficient of blood vessels determines their SNR in OA and LOVIT images, while the bulk effective optical attenuation coefficient determines the depth-dependent fluence distribution. The shear wave speed and the ultrasound attenuation coefficient in the phantom dictate the spatial distribution and the magnitude of the absolute displacement at the time of the OA acquisition, and the echogenicity of the background material determines the level of echo clutter.
To evaluate LOVIT in a realistic scenario, the phantom properties were chosen with the goal of mimicking a situation where blood vessels inside breast tissue are imaged by virtue of their absorption of near-infrared light. The 1064 nm wavelength that was employed in OA imaging (described below) was intended to serve as a surrogate for a broader wavelength range between 700 and 850 nm, i.e. the optical properties of the phantom at 1064 nm were chosen to represent tissue optical properties in this range. The absorption coefficient of the ink solution for the cylindrical inclusions (m a = 5 cm À1 ) was measured using an optical spectrometer (LAMBDA 750, Perkin Elmer Inc, MA, USA) and mimics the absorption coefficient of blood at 800 nm. The effective attenuation coefficient of the background medium was measured to be 0.9 AE 0.15 cm À1 at 1064 nm, based on the depth dependent amplitude of the OA signal of the absorbing inclusions. This value was within the 0.8 cm À1 to 1.1 cm À1 reported for breast tissue in the wavelength range between 675 and 850 nm [47, 48] . The technique for estimating the shear wave speed in the background medium was inspired by shear wave elastography [43, 49] : After transmitting an ARF burst, focused at (x = 0, z = 20 mm) location, a sequence of US frames were acquired at ultrafast rate. From these US frames the displacement profile as a function of time was quantified via echo phase correlation. The estimated shear wave speed, 1 AE 0.05 m/s was within the 0.9 to 1.2 m/s range reported for uncompressed breast tissue [50] . According to Eq. (2), this corresponds to a Young's modulus of 3 kPa that is typical for breast [51] . The shear wave speed was repeatedly monitored between different experiments to assure the stability of the phantom in terms of its elastic properties. The speed of sound in the phantom's background material was measured using US timeof-flight through separate samples prepared from the same mixture, and found to be 1515 AE 20 m/s, which corresponds to reference values of human glandular breast tissues ($1530 m/s [52] ). Optical absorption inside the bulk medium below the irradiated surface was sufficiently strongin combination with the chosen density of ultrasonically scattering celluloseto produce echo clutter on a level that isin our experiencerepresentative for handheld epi-OA imaging in the wavelength range from 700 to 1064 nm.
Setup
A sketch of the setup is shown in Fig. 2a . Combined OA and US imaging was implemented on a Verasonics research ultrasound system (Vantage 64 LE, Verasonics Inc., Redmond WA, USA), combined with a 128 element, 0.3 mm element pitch, 5 MHz centre frequency and 3 MHz bandwidth linear array probe (ATL L7-4, Philips, NL). The system allows individual programming of the transmit-pulse timing for each element and parallel acquisition of received signals on 64 elements. For OA signal generation a Qswitched Nd-YAG laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm, a pulse length of 6 ns and a repetition rate of 10 Hz was used (BrilliantB, Quantel, Les Ulis, F). The laser light was guided through an optic fibre bundle ending in a rectangular area that irradiated the phantom surface alongside the probe aperture through a 7 Â 20 mm 2 rectangular profile. The total pulse energy at the output of the fibre bundle was 130 mJ, resulting in 93 mJ/cm 2 radiant exposure, a value just below the ANSI limit at 1064 nm. At 800 nm, the ANSI limit is substantially lower, i.e. 32 mJ/cm 2 . Within that safety limit, the same SNR can be achieved by irradiating on both sides of the probe like in [29] , and by additionally enlarging the irradiation areas.
The same linear array probe was used for generating the focused ARF beams, by driving the transducer elements with a sinusoidal pulse at the probe's centre frequency of 5 MHz. Focusing was achieved by applying appropriate transmit phases to the individual transducer elements. As far as possible, the number of elements used for ARF beam focusing was adjusted to achieve an angular aperture of 60 , limited by an angle range from À30 to +30 . The angle limits were determined by the element pitch (0.3 mm), which was identical to the acoustic wavelength at the centre frequency of the probe and resulted in disturbing grating lobes above these limits. Smaller aperture angles were not desired because they result in axial elongation of the displacement profile and thus in a higher ratio of effective displacements between half the focal depth and the focus and, hence, increased residual clutter.
Acquisition protocol
To enable a one-to-one comparison in terms of clutter reduction efficiency between comb LOVIT and single-focus LOVIT, care was taken that acquisition parameters were chosen as close as possible between the two techniques.
For the single-focus LOVIT, the ARF focus was scanned inside a region of interest (ROI) of the phantom with a step size of 1.25 mm in lateral (x) and 5 mm in axial (z) direction, from z = 9 mm to 29 mm resulting in 5 scanning depths (z = 0 defined as the surface of the probe array), and from x = À6.9 mm to 6.9 mm resulting in 12 positions (x = 0 defined as the centre of the probe aperture). The scanning step size for each direction was chosen to be comparable to the respective FWHM of the displacement distribution at the focus. The timeline of the data acquisition is shown in Fig. 3a . For each focus position, a set of OA acquisitionscomposed of one OA frame without ("pre-ARF) and one with ('post-ARF') preceding ARF pulse-was repeated 20 times for averaging. In LOVIT, residual reverberations of the ARF ultrasound power inside the phantom or tissue can cause additional noise at the time of OA acquisition. In the attempt to minimize such reverberations while maintaining an as narrow as possible focal region, the OA acquisition was performed with a post-ARF delay of 0.8 ms after the end of the ARF pulse. The 20 sets of OA acquisitions were followed by an acquisition of an US frame without and one with preceding ARF pulse using the same post-ARF delay. The US images where used to quantify the magnitude of the effective displacement between OA acquisitions via echo phase correlation of the pre-and the post-ARF US images. A composite LOVIT image of the ROI was generated by mosaicking the LOVIT results of all focal regions.
For a one-to-one comparison, we aimed to achieve similar displacement magnitudes at the foci in comb LOVIT compared to single-focus LOVIT. One way to implement comb LOVIT would be to distribute the total 12 lateral focus positions on one group of two interleaved sub-combs each with 6 focus positions at a 2.5 mm pitch per sub-comb. This has, however, a disadvantage: The lateral profile of the effective displacement between two sub-combs has zero crossings at half way between adjacent focus positions, which would lead to regions of missing data at these locations in the final LOVIT image. This problem can be solved when distributing the total 12 lateral focus positions on two combs with 6 focus positions, each comb built from two interleaved sub-combs with 3 foci at a 5 mm pitch. The first comb contains two interleaved subcombs covering the uneven focus numbers, the second comb covers the even focus numbers. In that way, the two combs complement each other's zero crossings, enabling the generation of a final LOVIT image without missing data regions.
When steering the ARF beam focus sequentially to each focus position, different focus positions are insonified at different times so that shear waves propagate different distances between ARF generation and OA acquisition. The shear wave propagation would thus result in different displacement magnitudes and profiles for different foci. To avoid this problem, the duration of the ARF push per focus was split into a number of active intervals that were interleaved between different foci in time to achieve a quasisimultaneous transmission into all focus positions (time-multiplexing) as illustrated in Fig. 3b . As a consequence, the total pulse duration per focus position in the comb LOVIT was 0.6 ms (but only 0.2 ms out of these were active), whereas it was 0.2 ms with the single-focus LOVIT.
For each pair of interleaved sub-combs, a set of two OA acquisitions following the first and second sub-comb was repeated 20 times for averaging as indicated in Fig. 3b . As with single-focus LOVIT, the same sequence was repeated with US acquisitions, for quantifying the effective displacement between sub-combs. In order to simultaneously display the clutter-reduced OA signal from all focal positions in the full scanned ROI, a composite LOVIT image was generated by mosaicking the LOVIT results from the focal regions of the different combs.
Results
Fig. 4a
shows the conventional OA image, where significant clutter is noticed starting from around 10 mm depth, limiting contrast and imaging depth. The 10 mm depth correspond to the elevational offset between the rectangular laser irradiation profile and the imaging plane which determines the first arrival of clutter signals [23] . Only the top and bottom edge of the absorbing inclusions are visible due to the limited bandwidth and limited receive aperture of the transducer [53, 54] . The composite LOVIT images obtained by single-focus LOVIT and comb LOVIT are shown in Fig. 4b and 4c respectively, where the ROI that was covered with the ARF foci is indicated by a solid rectangle. For display, the envelope was logarithmically compressed to a range of 40 dB. To allow a fair visual comparison of contrast, the offset of the dB range was adjusted in each image so that the inclusion at 19 mm depth is shown with an identical gray level.
Both LOVIT methods demonstrate a substantial clutter reduction and improved contrast compared to the conventional OA image. The inclusion at 19 mm depth in the conventional OA image is hard to see without a priori knowledge of its location, and yet it can be clearly identified in the LOVIT images. The inclusion at 24 mm depth, which is not visible in the conventional OA image, can be clearly identified in the LOVIT images. The bottom edge of that inclusion is not identified in the single-focus LOVIT image without a priori knowledge of its location since its intensity level blends in with the surrounding residual clutter. With comb LOVIT this inclusion can yet be clearly distinguished from the background due to substantial reduction of residual clutter (Fig. 4c) . A strong reflection artefact is visible at 26-28 mm depth indicated by a solid ellipse in the single-focus LOVIT image (Fig. 4b ). This artefact is residual echo clutter originating from the air bubble at 13 mm depth (see Fig. 2b ). Its prominent intensity compared to the average residual clutter is due to the compression of the air bubble in the ARF beam, which locally led to a larger displacement around the air bubble compared to the surrounding medium. We intentionally kept this result, as it illustrates the advantage of comb LOVIT over single-focus LOVIT in eliminating echo clutter: This artefact cannot be distinguished from the background in Fig. 4c , indicating that the residual clutter that was still visible in Fig. 4b was reduced to below the noise level in Fig. 4c . Fig. 5 shows the US-measured ARF induced spatial distribution of the effective displacement in single-focus LOVIT and comb LOVIT for 19 mm (a, c) and 29 mm (b, d) focal depths. Only one comb consisting of two interleaved sub-combs is shown per depth. For a more quantitative comparison, axial profiles of the effective displacement were taken at the lateral center of each focus position and averaged over all foci per comb ( Fig. 5e and f for the two focal depths). The achieved peak displacements of 32 AE 3 mm at 19 mm focal depth, and 24 AE 3 mm at 29 mm focal depth were within the range of what has been achieved in vivo in ARFI imaging. Fig. 5e and f demonstrate how the effective displacement profile extends above and below the focal depth in single-focus LOVIT. In comb LOVIT, the effective displacement above the fociin particular also at half the focal depthis substantially smaller than with single-focus LOVIT.
The total pulse duration in comb LOVIT was 0.6 ms (but only 0.2 ms of this period was used for active transmission), whereas it was 0.2 ms with the single-focus LOVIT. Even though shear wave propagation begins during the ARF push, the different total pulse durations had a negligible influence on the results in Fig. 5 : This is expected because the magnitude and diameter of the displacement regions are mainly determined by the effective average time of shear wave propagation, i.e. the delay between the center of the ARF push duration and image acquisition. This value was similar between the two LOVIT approaches, i.e. 0.9 ms for single-focus LOVIT and 1.1 ms for comb LOVIT.
To quantify the clutter reduction performance of LOVIT, first we concentrate on the inclusion at 19 mm depth. This inclusion is at the limit of detectability in the conventional image, but allows an identification of contrast for comparison to LOVIT results. In order to quantitatively assess the contrast improvement of this inclusion, the signal-to-background ratio (SBR) was determined. The signal was defined as the maximum squared amplitude of the inclusion signal, and the background level was defined as the mean square amplitude in the dotted rectangular regions to the right side of that inclusion as indicated in Fig. 4b and c . For comparison, the noise level was also quantified, based on data that was acquired using the same acquisition protocols as for the conventional OA and LOVIT results but without laser radiation. We explicitly included ARF beam transmission when determining the LOVIT noise level, because residual reverberations of ARF ultrasound power at the time of OA acquisition can contribute to the noise in LOVIT.
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 1 . A substantial increase in SBR is demonstrated with single-focus LOVIT (14.6 AE 0.6 dB) and comb LOVIT (16.1 AE 0.6 dB) techniques compared to conventional OA imaging. Comb LOVIT shows a slightly higher SBR than the single-focus LOVIT in agreement with what was observed in the images in Fig. 4 . The higher noise level of LOVIT compared to conventional OA imaging can be explained by residual reverberations of ARF ultrasound power at the time of OA acquisition. A slightly higher noise level is observed for comb than for single-focus LOVIT, but within the standard error of the noise measurements. Even for the inclusions at 9 and 14 mm depths, which were clearly visible even in the conventional image, a significant improvement in SBR by single-focus LOVIT (by 3.5 AE 0.6 dB and by 13.4 AE 0.6 dB, respectively) and by comb LOVIT (by 4.5 AE 0.6 dB and by 15.0 AE 0.6 dB, respectively) was observed compared to the conventional image.
As described in the Materials and Methods section, the number of active elements that could be used for ARF beam transmission depended on the ARF focus depth when keeping a constant angular aperture spanning from À30 to +30 . This led to different transmitted power depending on focus depth. Fig. 6 shows mosaics of the displacement maps as function of focus position with single-focus LOVIT and comb LOVIT. It can be seen that the displacement magnitude varied with focus depth and position. For the chosen phantom, the maximum displacement was reached at the depth of around 20 mm. For smaller depths, the decrease of displacement magnitude is explained by the smaller number of active transducer elements resulting in reduced transmitted power, whereas for larger depths the decrease may be explained by ultrasound attenuation. The noticeable variations in the lateral direction may be explained by spatial variations of either shear elastic properties or ultrasound absorption or scattering. We would like to point out thatfor identical focal positionsthe displacement magnitudes varied within only 10% between the two LOVIT approaches.
Discussion
Contrast in conventional epi-OA images is limited by background that consists of a combination of clutter and system noise.
In agreement with previous studies [38, 39] , significant clutter reduction and strongly improved contrast and imaging depth was demonstrated in the present results with single-focus LOVIT.
The primary goal of this study was to determine whether comb LOVIT could achieve at least the same contrast improvement as single-focus LOVIT, while enabling a faster scanning speed. Increasing scanning speed is necessary for real-time visual feedback, and is needed for clinical application of LOVIT-enabled clutter reduction. With the presented implementation the acquisition time was decreased by a factor of 6 compared to the single-focus LOVIT. This factor is determined by the total number of foci created within two sub-combs. With our 10 Hz laser system, it takes 2 s to acquire one composite comb LOVIT image with a ROI of 15 Â 25 mm 2 , which translates to a frame rate of 0.5 fps. This frame rate can, however, be further increased with increasing laser repetition rate f, up to the point f max where the pulse-to-pulse period 1/f max equals the time it takes for the shear wave to propagate out of the chosen ROI. With a shear wave speed of 1 m/s and the chosen width of the ROI of 15 mm, f max ffi 66Hz, allowing up to 3.3 fps frame rate in comb LOVIT.
In addition to reduced acquisition time, we demonstrate improved clutter reduction efficiency with comb LOVIT. In single-focus LOVIT, the residual clutter was still above the noise level. Using comb LOVIT the background signal was further reduced by 1.5 dB as shown in Table 1 . The images in Fig. 4 were averaged over 20 acquisitions, which provided a sufficiently small noise level to clearly visualize the contrast improvement achieved with comb LOVIT compared to single-focus LOVIT. From those LOVIT images, however, it is not possible to conclude how small the residual clutter level was compared to the noise level. To answer this question, the average background level and the noise level were determined at the location without an inclusion at 19 mm depth as a function of the number of acquisitions averaged with single-focus and comb LOVIT using the same methodology as in Table 1 . Fig. 7 shows these supplementary results on a linear scale. With increasing number of averages, the background level in the single-focus LOVIT converges to a constant level indicating the residual clutter. In comb LOVIT, the background level decreases far below the value that was obtained with 20 times averaging, indicating that the comb LOVIT image in Fig. 4c was actually limited by noise rather than by residual clutter. It is hard to conclude from Fig. 7 to which value the background level would eventually converge with further averaging. It is still possible, however, to roughly quantify the residual clutter level. Assuming that noise and residual clutter are uncorrelated, the expectation value of the total background level is the sum of the expectation values of noise and residual clutter level (all mean square). In the linear display of the mean square background level in Fig. 7 , the residual clutter levels can therefore be estimated based on the difference between the background and noise level to 1.8 AE 0.3 for single-focus LOVIT and 0.15 AE 0.02 for comb LOVIT. This indicates a reduction of residual background by a factor of 12 AE 4.
The reduced level of residual clutter in comb LOVIT compared to single-focus LOVIT can be explained by the ratio between the displacement magnitudes at half the focal depth and at the focus position: the smaller this ratio, the more efficient the clutter reduction. We denote this ratio R single ¼ depth. Since conservation of total power along the ARF beam axis dictates non-zero displacement at half the focal depth, residual clutter is inevitable in single-focus LOVIT where the effective displacement between two OA acquisitions is equal to the absolute displacement. In comparison, comb LOVIT is not limited by the displacement at half the focal depth, but by the effective displacement between two interleaved sub-combs, which can be substantially smaller. Table 2 shows the values of R single and R comb together with the effective displacement magnitudes at the focus and half the focal depth generated by single-focus LOVIT and comb LOVIT for 19 and 29 mm focal depths. R comb was reduced by a factor of 3.7 AE 0.4 compared to R single for 19 mm focal depth, which can explain a reduction in residual clutter level (mean squared amplitude) by a factor of 13.7 AE 3.0 with comb LOVIT, in agreement with what was observed in Fig. 7 . R single and R comb increase with increasing focal depth due to ultrasound attenuation: The longer the ARF beam path, the more acoustic energy is absorbed, resulting in less power reaching the focus relative to half the focal depth. Table 2 shows that the effective displacement at the focal region decreased from 32 AE 3 (single-focus) and 33 AE 3 mm (comb) to 24 AE 3 mm (single-focus and comb) when increasing the focal depth from 19 to 29 mm. At the same time, the effective displacement at half the focal depth was increased from 3.5 AE 0.1 to 5.1 AE 0.1 mm (single-focus) and from 1.0 AE 0.05 to 1.2 AE 0.05 mm (comb). This led to an increase in R single by a factor of 2 AE 0.2 and R comb by a factor of 1.7 AE 0.2. As a result, the ratio between R comb and R single was roughly the same for both focal depths. For the inclusion at 24 mm depth (deepest visible inclusion in both LOVIT images), SBR was improved by 1.4 AE 0.6 dB with comb LOVIT compared to single-focus LOVIT, which is similar to the improvement obtained for the inclusion at 19 mm depth (see Table 1 ). In other words, comb LOVIT outperforms single-focus LOVIT independent of depth.
As indicated earlier on, ultrasound attenuation is an important tissue parameter determining LOVIT SNR (via effective displacement inside the focal region) and clutter reduction efficiency (via R single or R comb ). The acoustic attenuation coefficient was determined based on the displacement magnitudes at the focus at 19 and 29 mm focal depths, taking into account that the decrease in displacement magnitude with increasing focal depth is determined by the interplay of ultrasound attenuation and the number of transmitting elements. The resulting value of a of 3.4 AE 0.6dB/ cm compares well to an a of 3.6 AE 1.1dB/cm at 5 MHz that was reported in breast fat [55] . The effect of the US attenuation may be more important for tissues with higher a, such as muscle for which an a of 5.5 AE 0.5dB/cm at 5 MHz was reported [56] . The higher the acoustic attenuation coefficient a, the more acoustic energy is absorbed before reaching the focus, resulting in less power in the focus relative to half the focal depth. This leads to an increase in Dz single z f =2 À Á and decrease in Dz single z f À Á , and hence, increase in R single . With increasing a, single-focus LOVIT will quickly approach to R single = 0.5, a breaking point whereaccording to Eq. (3) and (4) the ratio between residual clutter C L and true LOVIT signal amplitude S L is equal to the original ratio between clutter C and signal S and hence no clutter reduction occurs. Since R comb is several factors smaller than R single , comb LOVIT will allow clutter reduction in a broader range of a.
Shear wave speed is another tissue parameter that influences the displacement distribution. Shear wave propagation during the ARF push and post-ARF delay broadens the diameter of the displacement region at the focus compared to the diameter of the ARF beam focus. The phantom in this study mimics breast tissue well in this respect, with a shear wave speed of 1 m/s (E $ 3kPa). Other tissues have higher shear wave speeds, e.g., liver $2 m/s (E $ 12kPa) and muscle $3 m/s (E $ 27kPa) [57] . On one hand, a higher stiffness results in smaller displacement magnitudes at the focus hence reduction in SNR according to Eq. (3). On the other hand, a higher shear wave speed leadsfor identical ARF push durationto a broader focal displacement region in the lateral as well as the axial direction. This results in smaller displacement magnitudes at the focus compared to that at half the focal depth, which reduces SNR and clutter reduction efficiency. In addition, a high shear wave speed may limit the number of foci that can be used in comb LOVIT. Further research is thus required to optimize the trade-off between ARF push duration, the number of foci and the size of the ROI in comb LOVIT for different shear wave speeds. Such an optimization could take advantage by using the ability of shear wave elastography to pre-calibrate the tissue being imaged.
Various clutter reduction techniques are suited for different scenarios. PAFUSion demonstrated an average of 13 dB improvement in SBR in vivo at <10 mm depths in the proximity to superficial vasculature [33] . This technique has been shown to be efficient if clutter originates from reflections of OA transients that are generated at the skin surface directly below the US transducer. PAFUSion is thus mostly suited for superficial imaging when irradiation in the imaging plane is required, e.g., to achieve sufficient SNR with low laser pulse energies. With DCA, an improvement of 10 dB (around a factor of three in amplitude) in SBR was reported [29] . DCA also reduces clutter that arises from out-of-plane OA sources but is mainly suited for clutter reduction at depth where a sufficient displacement magnitude relative to the transducer can be achieved. Comb LOVIT demonstrated an improvement in SBR of 15 dB with 20 times averaging and a laser pulse energy around 100 mJ, parameters that allow a few cm imaging depth in real tissue. Limited by the transducer aperture, LOVIT is well suited for depths starting from $10 mm. These are the depths where clutter usually becomes a significant limitation, when tissue is irradiated outside the imaging plane. Most importantly, comb LOVIT demonstrates elimination of all clutter types independent of location of origin.
Conclusion
This study indicates that, for breast tissue and tissues having similar properties, comb LOVIT holds promise for efficient clutter reduction in hand-held epi-OA imaging. In comparison to singlefocus LOVIT, it allows an increase in acquisition speed by a factor equal to the number of foci in the comb, and considerably improved clutter reduction. He holds honorary appointments at the Royal Marsden and other hospitals and colleges in London. He has contributed to subjects such as understanding the acoustic characteristics of normal and malignant tissues, ultrasound image formation, speckle and clutter reduction, elastography and photoacoustic imaging. His current research aims to increase ultrasound functional and molecular imaging capability, providing tools to experimental cancer biology and helping to improve cancer treatment by bringing ultrasound-based methods to clinical problems such as early diagnosis, assessing tumour aggressiveness and response, and guiding treatment. He is past president of the International Association for Breast Ultrasound and past vice-president of the International Society of Skin Imaging. 
